iMotion has been a manufacturer’s representative serving the OEM motion control and automation industry in the Rocky Mountain Region for over two decades. We are excited to extend our territory westward and look forward to the opportunity of building strong relationships within the motion control industry of California. With iMotion’s extensive experience in motion control products and automation, we have been able to assemble world class manufacturers and have the knowledge to help you apply those products in a manner that will maximize your opportunity for success in your design effort.

TOM LAND - YOUR CALIFORNIA CONTACT

Tom Land joined the iMotion Sales Team specifically to work in our new California territory. He brings a vast knowledge of the OEM industry and over 20 years of motion control experience to assist his customers.

Originally from Grand Rapids, MI, Tom started in process control working with meters and sensors for Water/Wastewater and Pharmaceutical customers. Tom then transitioned to specifying PC based control systems with PLC controllers during their early years of development. Moving to Los Angeles in 1996, Tom continued his development in automation with both Omron and Xycom/Pro-face. He has vast experience with PLCs, drives, industrial PCs, HMI and motion control systems. Since 2008, Tom has worked with Schneeberger linear motion products and more recently Unitronics. He brings a unique mix of both electrical and mechanical automation experience.

TOMLAND@IMOTIONINC.COM
(805) 551-3411

PREMIER CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURERS

EXLAR
Exlar manufactures electro-mechanical linear roller screw actuators, rotary servomotors, and integrated actuator solutions for industrial automation applications. Their unique technology delivers improved performance, efficiency, and flexibility with lower maintenance when compared to more traditional fluid power solutions, both hydraulic (oil) and pneumatic (air).

SCHNEEBERGER
SCHNEEBERGER is one of the leading names when it comes to groundbreaking innovations in the field of linear technology. Linear bearings, profiled linear guideways, measuring systems, gear racks, slides, positioning systems and mineral casting are all part of SCHNEEBERGER’s product and manufacturing range.

TRUTECH
TruTech Specialty Motors is a leader in providing Brushless DC (BLDC) motor solutions for application requiring simple motion or complete motor controlled precision. TruTech directs their focus on their customer’s application objectives to deliver precisely what you need, whether that be a single standard component or a fully customized solution.

UNITRONICS
Unitronics launched the first All-in-One controller, an integrated HMI+ PLC with onboard I/Os over two decades ago. Today they offer a complete range of award-winning PLCs to match your application requirements, as well as powerful, intuitive software that allows easy execution of even the most challenging and complex projects.